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1. The health and well-being of Americans is 
on the decline

Self-reported health leveled off in the early 1990s, and has been on the decline ever since



2. Economic distress is a contributor



3. Economic distress produces psychological 
stress





4. Policymakers can intervene on this process



5. Policymakers can also reduce toxic 
exposures and accidents



The health of Americans has been on the 
decline for decades



Even as the health of all peer nations has 
been improving steadily



There are good guesses as to why:

• Toxic stress 
(primarily economic)



There are good guesses as to why:

• Toxic exposures 
(e.g., food quality, air pollution)



There are good guesses as to why:

• Accidents











Endocrine 
control



Rapid Acceleration of the Aging Process



All of us age



The question is how fast 



We may be able to slow human aging by 
investing in education





Also reduces:
•Toxic exposures 
•Accidents
•Crime victimization



How do we actually invest in education?

• Pre-K programs
• Teacher prestige via salary increases
• Reduce class sizes
• Improve the architecture and appearance of schools



Leaders: 
•Korea
•Finland 
•Canada



But how do we actually invest in education?

• But America is also far behind other developed countries in terms of 
education outcomes



They also tend to have very low education 
expenditures, and classrooms with little more 
than an overhead projector and a chalkboard



The world’s leaders in educational outcomes 
include nations in Europe and Asia, but have 
one thing in common: they place a high value 
on finding the best teachers money can buy



If it is true that teacher quality matters,
then increasing teacher salaries could 
improve the quality of education in America. 



The only way we can know this is through 
experimental studies



As I review studies, I will give them a ranking 
based on the strength of the evidence



Schooling

Healthcare

Income 
support

Criminal 
justice 
reform

Housing

Policy options for slowing human decline 





EPA Regulations Mammography, Colonoscopy Cancer Therapies



Economic Evaluation of Social Policy



Imagine you have $8 million to spend



Mammography detects disease early



Mammography costs $8 million to save a life



1 life saved with your $8 million investment



We cannot test this finding. We can only 
observe outcomes. Evidence 5/10



Similar costs associated with treating high 
blood pressure, cholesterol, and diabetes



But much better evidence. Multiple 
randomized trials in humans: 10/10



Seat belts prevent injuries from occurring in the first place 



Mandatory seat belt legislation costs $2,790 to save a life



Mandatory seat belt legislation saved 289 lives with $8 million



We can only observe outcomes among humans but can test in 
the lab on crash dummies: 8/10



$1.4 million to save a life most seasons



Randomized trials in humans: 10/10



6 lives saved with $8 million investment



Income support programs cost saving to $1m 
per life saved



We have experimentally tested this in humans
multiple times: 9/10



We can maximally invest in those 
interventions that save money and lives 



Restricted housing vouchers save money and 
lives



We have experimentally tested this in the real 
world 9/10



Pre-K saves money and lives



We have experimentally tested this with 
mixed results: 8/10



Saves money and lives



We have experimentally tested this in humans 
10/10



Saves money and lives to $1.4m per life saved



Experimental and quasi-experimental studies 
in humans with mixed results: 8/10



Saves money and lives



We have tested this experimentally and with 
quasi-experiments: 9/10



Reducing class size saves money but…



…appears to increase mortality



Based on a single multi-center randomized 
trial in TN 7/10



Saves money and lives



We only have observational data: 4/10



$51,000 per life saved



We only have observational data: 4/10



Slow zones in neighborhoods: Saves money 
and lives



We have quasi-experimental data: 5/10



Freeway Parks: Saves money and lives



Only observational data: 4/10



Bike share cost-saving to $314,000/life saved



25 lives saved with $8 million investment



Only observational data 4/10



Congestion pricing: saves money and lives



Only observational data and cost estimates 
3/10



These are only some examples of studies that have been done



Summary

• The health of Americans is on the decline
• This may be due to a sub-optimal policy mix relative to peer nations
• There are an array of social policy investments that can be made that 

will produce returns on the investment
• More studies need to be done
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